l'al)h' III. Wire Reynolds and Kn an inlet turbulence intensity of 10(_,. This was done to approximate the turbulence intensity at the vane leading edge. The analytic results are shown to give predictions with a relatively simple turlmlence model. It is expected that in)proved turbulence models will show better agreement with data. Overall, the analysis and experimental data agree fairly well. At both turbulence intensities the analysis shows increased loss at low Reynolds numbers as the inlet pressure is decreased. Figures 6a and 61) show that in this region the analysis overpredicts losses. At, low inlet turbulence the analysis overpredicts losses in the region of minim um loss. This The recovery temperature increases with Knudseu mlmber, and can exceed the gas total temperature. This is significant from the standpoint the hot wire response. ;/u' _ R_ 
Because the Math number correction is incorporated into the Reynolds number sensitivity, the approach advocated by' Horstman and Rose was adopted.
[Ipstream meausuremen ts. Figure  11 shows the turl)u- 
